
Longreach Gladiator "In-ground" basketball goal
24RS65671

Details
The Gladiator "Longreach" basketball unit is a heavy-duty, zinc finished in-ground unit that is designed to suit
any inner city environment.

The Gladiator "Longreach" provides a longer 1.8m projection compared to the 1.2m projection of the
standard Gladiator unit. This allows for a longer reach into the court - enabling positioning behind perimeter
fencing or similar. It includes a steel backboard with polycarbonate fascia measuring 120cm x 90cm with silver
finish and red and blue details.

With a 45cm solid galvanised steel ring and 10cm galvanised square pole with 5mm thickness, this unit can
withstand a load bearing of 490kg. The unit offers a 1.8m extension and comes with a white 12-loop nylon net
and 8 year anti rust warranty.

This in-ground unit is EN-1270 certified.

PLEASE NOTE: Installation (NOT INCLUDED) requires setting the unit into a 1m  x 1m x 1m cube of concrete
under ground level. The unit is available in two types:

PERMANENT - WITHOUT ground socket  - for concreting permanently directly into the ground
SOCKETED - WITH ground socket  - the socket is set in the concrete and the unit can be lowered into
the socket using mechanical lifting equipment. The unit should not be considered as removable on a day-
to-day basis but can be removed for periods if necessary. 

The unit weighs 170kg
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SKU Options Available Colours
24RS65671S Socketed N/A
24RS65671P Permanent N/A
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